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                Lend your voice to the call to help build a new home for the Stollery, for kids tomorrow and today.
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                                                            Giving all kids the best chance at a long and healthy life

                            
                                                            Advancing children's health care is what matters most to us, but we can't do it alone. Your support makes a life-changing difference for families across Western canada.

                            
                                                            See the latest stories from the Stollery
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                It's time for a MIGHTY Spring!

                BE MIGHTY and make a difference for Stollery kids from backyards across Alberta with the Stollery Children’s Hospital Foundation’s Spring 2024 Mighty Millions Lottery. 

With hundreds of MIGHTY prizes up for grabs — including the show-stopping $2.6M Grand Prize — the biggest prize of all is making a life-changing difference for Stollery kids!  
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                Teddy Bear Fun Fest registration is OPEN!

                Join us on Saturday, May 11 at Rundle Park for our annual 5km fun run/walk/roll presented by Homes by Avi! Your registration includes a T-shirt, access to on-site entertainment and activities, PLUS a complimentary lunch.

Gather up your family and friends to support Stollery kids while having fun and getting outside this spring!
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                Rock out in support of kids' mental health!

                Show your commitment to kids’ mental health care at the Stollery Children’s Hospital and join us at the Winspear Centre on May 25 for the return of CRESCENDO, a John Cameron Experience, ignited by Keller Construction Ltd. 

You’ll be dancing in your seat to some of your favourite classic rock and pop tunes, while hearing from Stollerific staff and families who are making a difference for kids’ mental health care in our backyard.


                                    Buy tickets
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                            Our priority is children's health care

                        
                                                
                    

                                Nothing is more important than the health and well-being of our kids. Our Foundation works to make sure that there is continual support and awareness for the essential services the Hospital provides each and every day.
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                of patients come from outside of Edmonton
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                See the impact of your support
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                    The journey towards a new Stollery continues 

            
                    The Stollery Children's Hospital will receive a total of $20 million over three years from the Government of Alberta to advance the planning to build a purpose-built children's hospital in Edmonton. 

        
        Read more
    



                                                                    
    
                    Meet our Stollery Champion, Rylie

            
                    Rylie is a kind hearted, energetic and hilarious girl who brings laughter to everyone she meets. Thanks to her Stollerific cardiac team, Rylie gets to spread laughter near and far!

        
        Read more
    



                                                                    
    
                    Meet Khai

            
                    Khai loves trains and building tracks – but what he might just love most of all is dancing! Dance parties are his jam! Thanks to his Stollerific transplant team, Khai can continue to bust a move.

        
        Read more
    



                                                                    
    
                    Equipping families with reliable COVID-19 resources

            
                    Meet Dr. Shannon Scott and Dr. Lisa Hartling, two Stollery Science Lab Distinguished Researchers, who are providing parents and families with evidence-based health information to help them make decisions about their child’s health — and most recently, about the COVID-19 pandemic.

        
        Read more
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                                            No more space at the Stollery

                                                                The Stollery Children’s Hospital is the only children’s hospital in Canada that is woven through an adult hospital. It’s also the most specialized children’s Hospital in Western Canada. The challenge is that the space no longer matches the talent.

Lend your voice to the call to help build a new home for the Stollery, for kids tomorrow and today.

                                                                Learn more
                                    

                
                    


                

            

        

    

    
        
  
        
    


        

                
    
        
    
  




    
        
                    

        
            
                                    Fundraising 

                
                                    
                        There are all kinds of ways to raise money for the Stollery. Our team will help you find a fundraising option that works for you!


                    

                
                                    Browse fundraising ideas
                            

        

    


            
            
  
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  
  
    
      
    
  

            
    
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
    
    
        
            
        
    

            
    
        

    



        

    

    



        

    
        
            
                Our partners

                The Stollery Children’s Hospital Foundation is dedicated to transforming children’s health. And we can’t do it without our partners.
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                                                                800 College Plaza,
8215 - 112 Street
Edmonton, AB T6G 2C8
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                                                            Sign up for our newsletter

                                Receive our latest news and updates directly to your inbox. We won't send spam and you can unsubscribe at any time.

                                                                    Newsletter Sign Up
                                                                
                                
                                                    

                        

                                                                                        We respectfully acknowledge that our Foundation and the Hospital we serve are located on the traditional lands of Treaty Six Territory.
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